Sense Sensors
A unique service which measures the utilisation of desks and conference rooms

Workspace occupancy sensing helps you understand how your desks, rooms and break-out
spaces are used. Sense sensors provides you with information to make informed decisions
around your real estate and to utilise that space effectively, whether that be more meeting rooms,
huddle rooms or hotdesks. therefore making the most efficient use of all of your office space.
To collect the data, wireless sensors are deployed that continually and accurately measure your
workspace utilisation. It helps you identify the right type and right quantity of workspace for your
company allowing you to reduce your energy bill, ‘right-size’ your real estate and develop ongoing
cost-saving initiatives.
The Sense sensor is a small, discrete, easy to affix, wireless device that uses a dedicated, stand-alone
network to gather utilisation data via a series of passive infrared signals.
The sensors transmit utilisation data back to a centralised database in the Cloud, which is then presented back to you in easy to understand graphs and tables.
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Intelligent data analysis and real time
data capture

Identify different working styles down to an
individual desk level

Each device takes 1,300 readings per day
creating reports that show actual utilisation.
This can vastly improve building access control
data or information held within CAFM systems.
The data also changes daily, building up an
aggregated view of how every space is used.
This gives Facilities Managers the ability to
quickly adapt their property strategies based on
internal or external pressures.

With the Sense data, you can identify different
styles of working and position these into groups
(e.g. mobile, flexi or fixed) based on your desk
space requirements. This enables you to ‘right
size’ your real estate and remove or reallocate
underutilised space; creating a more efficient
working environment.
Cloud-based reporting portal with instant
access

Low energy consumption
Sense has a very low energy consumption with
a just a single battery that lasts over 2 years. This
solution delivers unparalleled ROI. The cost
efficient sensor provides the value and flexibility
to use on a temporary or permanent basis.

Sense has a cloud-based reporting portal
that gives clients up to date access to their
company’s utilisation data through any Internet
enabled device. Once you have utilisation data
collected from Sense, you can use meeting
room and/or desk booking software to help
reduce your real estate costs, manage meeting
room/desk bookings and control no-shows.

About Vega Europe
At Vega Europe, part of the Vega Global Group, we focus on making your communications easy by
ensuring all your audio visual and collaboration solutions are integrated within a seamless strategy,
providing global business with a local service.
Vega Europe have rapidly grown over the past 6 years, winning tenders and projects in many sectors
which include high profile banks, leading pharmaceutical companies, law practices, retail outlets, and
technology businesses throughout Europe and the UK.
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